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	BrochuresDownload our FREE guides and catalogues
	BiFold WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Bi-Fold WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Bi-Fold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	6 Pane BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	5 Pane BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	4 Pane BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	3 Pane BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	2 Pane BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	Tilt and Turn WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Stable DoorsA stable door option with a split between the top and bottom panels enables the lower section to be closed and locked shut whilst the top section open
	Resurgence Flush Sash WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Residential DoorsThe Pearl Windows range od PVCu Residential Panel doors offer a wide variety of finishes and styles from simple glazed designs to more ornate options.
	QR Coded WindowsOne Click Registration in Minutes Benefit from annual savings of up to £500
	New BuildThe Pearl new build installer programme is audited annually with CORGI Fenestration ensuring the program and installers demonstrate they have all the necessary policies and best practice in place to deliver products to the market.
	ModLok Patio DoorsOur slim In-Line patio doors are available in 2, 3 and 4 leaf options combine safety and security with lifestyle choice and space.
	ModLok Patio DoorsOur slim In-Line patio doors are available in 2, 3 and 4 leaf options combine safety and security with lifestyle choice and space.
	French WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	French DoorsThe Castle Collection range of French doors are available in variety of style and configurations with both Low and Standard thresholds.
	Featured WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Corgi
	Chamfered Casement WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Casement WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Casement Flush Sash WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Bow and Bay WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Bow and Bay WindowsThe windows from Liniar remains the most popular, practical and versatile solution for replacement windows.
	Alumina BiFold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	Alumina Bi-Fold DoorsBi-fold doors can create a whole new feel for your home, linking rooms together and seamlessly joining inside living with outside space.
	Pearl
	Composite DoorsYour front door is the face of your property. Its the first thing you see when you arrive home in the evening, the last thing you see when you leave in the morning and the sight that welcomes your visitors setting their first impression.
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